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ABSTRACT

The scope of environmental management is to reach as much as possible a socially
acceptable balance between economic benefits and resulting environmental quality;
such a balance is defined in terms of politically established criteria and goals. En
vironmental management should also be concerned with integrating the often
conflicting sub-goals of the economic, environmental, and technological com
ponents of the economic-environmental system into a multiple objective for
guiding the development and evaluation of alternative policies. This paper presents
a prescriptive framework for environmental management at the regional level which
allows for a sufficiently realistic representation of the total system, deals sys
tematically with multiple objectives through goal programming optimization
techniques, and suggests an effective interaction between the decision-maker and
the analyst for devising compromises among conflicting objectives. This is de
signed as an improvement over the ad hoc trial-and-error analysis based on trade
off relations. In essence, the procedure outlined here is directed toward establishing
the economic-growth/environmental-quality possibility frontier of a region.

The Environmental Management Problem
T h e realization t h a t t h e r e exists a limit t o t h e capacity of t h e e n v i r o n m e n t of
a site or region to carry undesirable waste p r o d u c t s , which almost always
a c c o m p a n y t h e benefit generating p r o d u c t i v e and c o n s u m p t i v e activities, has
* This work was supported by a grant to the author from the National Research
Council of Canada and the Department of Education of Quebec.
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given rise to the need for environmental, or waste, management. The scope of
environmental management is to come as close as possible to a socially
acceptable balance between generated benefits and resulting environmental
quality, which often implies a control on economic growth. From the view
point of a regional environmental management authority (henceforth referred
to as the Decision Maker—DM), the economic-environmental system should
be balanced with respect to the operating levels of waste generating economic
activities, the quality of every environmental form, and the authority's
operating budget.
In the last decade, quite a few waste management efforts have been
launched; their success or failure is normally assessed on the basis of how
closely the set objectives are met. In most cases, management strategies and
plans have been arrived at through analytical tools and models since experi
mentation with such systems is very expensive and impractical. Extrapolation,
however, beyond experience is doubtful and several failures have occurred,
most of which can be attributed to one or more of the following:
1. the model does not adequately cover all essential features of the real
system;
2. a fragmented, component-view approach is taken where, for example,
water pollution, air pollution, and pesticide use are studied in isolation;
3. unsatisfactory interaction between the analyst and the DM;
4. lack of analytical tools for dealing with multi-objective cases even when
a consensus as to the ordering of the region's objectives vis a vis en
vironmental quality and economic benefits is possible.
The framework outlined here is an attempt to deal with these four
deficiencies.
Very few efforts have been reported in the literature for modeling total
economic-environmental systems; a realistic model is often too complex to
analyze while an easy to analyze model is unrealistic. Two recent modeling
efforts reported seem promising in reconciling realism with complexity, al
though they have yet to be tested in a real case [1, 2]. Both take a totalsystem view, allow for a significant level of detail and realism, and are
amenable to mathematical optimization; the first is simpler to use and
practical while the second is broader in scope but less practical.
The purpose of this paper is to outline an analytical prescriptive frame
work which is expected to satisfy the need of the DM for an effective,
practical, and reasonably objective management tool; specifically, the model [1]
will be restructured with a view at improving the interaction between the
analyst and the DM and at better dealing with multiple objectives.
Through this framework, alternative waste management policies or schemes
are to be generated and presented to the DM, along with their evaluation
on the basis of:
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1. each policy's impact on the economic, environmental, and technological
components of the system;
2. established criteria, i.e. measures of effectiveness for the alternatives; and
3. the DM's preferences.
Ability to evaluate the impact of a policy on the overall system depends
on the realism of, and degree of order in, the model. The choice of criteria,
on the other hand, as well as their priority ranking, is the output of a
political process reflecting, hopefully, society's preferences. The desirable
levels of these criteria are referred to as objectives (or goals or targets) of the
DM. The analyst is concerned with developing policies for getting as close to
these objectives as is economically, technically, practically, and legally
feasible. Usually, not all objectives can be attained within the limits of avail
able resources and a compromise is sought based on the DM's preferences. In
the opinion of this author, goals should be initially set before and independ
ently of the attainability examination whose results should be considered
only for goal revision; this is necessary for maintaining the right perspective
and avoiding sub-optimization.
Frequently employed criteria can be grouped as follows:
1. Environmental Quality
•
•
•
•

air quality in each airshed
water quality in each waste receiving body
other types of wastes
other environmental hazards or nuisances

2. Economic Activities
• levels of specific activities (e.g. industries)
• relations among activities levels
3. Spending for Waste Management (total system or separate subsystems).
There exist several approaches to the multi-objective problem [3]. A
very widely used approach in environmental management is the develop
ment of trade-off relations among conflicting criteria; these relations are
the final output of the analyst's work and, on the basis of them, the DM
is expected to arrive at a "best" policy guided by his own preferences.
Suppose that Figure 1 shows trade-off curves among criteria A, B, and C, with
Gj the initially set goal for criterion i. Confronted with curves (i), the DM is
forced into some compromise within "triangle" (a, b, c), the exact point de
pending on his preferred marginal rates of substitution among A, B, and C;
from curves (ii), the compromise set would be within triangle (e, d, f) which
in general may not overlap with (a, b, c). The DM has still not established a
"best" policy. The above process reveals that 1. for a reasonable number of
trade-off relations the DM is probably bound to get as confused as when he
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Figure 1. Trade-off curves.

originally called upon the analyst; 2. an essential required input to the process
is the DM's desired marginal rates of substitution among the criteria and
probably an indirect assignment of priorities among them; and 3. when these
rates are not fixed in the DM's mind the process might even get more
confusing.
An improvement over this process is a technique called Goal Programming
(GP) [4]. In essence, GP provides the analytical means for generating policies
corresponding to one or more equally desirable compromises among the
goals, on the basis of "objective" marginal rates of substitution and sub
jective priority rankings, by implicitly examining trade-off relations (without
the curves); extending the analysis deeper, GP also provides the means
(through curves) for assessing the sensitivity of "best" policies on variations
in the priorities among criteria.
A Multi-Objective Model for Waste Management
Network flow models have been used to represent a physical system
which is characterized by flows of some quantities. Here this type of model
will be used to represent transformations of quantities. In a general sense, a
quantity is "transformed" when it changes form or location in a way that
affects the types and attributes of further transformations. The basic structure
of the model is shown in Figure 2. A waste management network connects
the waste transformation network with the I Pi waste generating activities and
the iRl residual-waste receiving media. A node of the waste transformation
network corresponds to a specific waste type, an arc to a waste transforma
tion process. The arc leaving a waste source represents the operation of the
corresponding economic activity, the flow in the arc being proportional to
the operation level; arcs connecting residual-waste nodes with environmental
sinks represent waste discharges. Each arc (i, j) has four parameters associated
with it: the transformation coefficient ty which gives the amount of waste
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type j per unit of waste type i entering arc (i, j); the cost cy(fy) of having
flow of form j at level fy in (i, j); and the lower and upper bounds—ly, by—on
the flow through (i, j). The flow through an arc is in general a variable
quantity whose value is to be computed. These flow values indicate whether
and at what level an industry operates, an incineration or a treatment plant
is used, or a discharge standard is satisfied.
There are transformation nets connecting each source with one or more
sinks, "transforming" raw materials or population into discharged wastes. A
net starts off at a source as a path along nodes and arcs toward the sinks; at a
transformation process which yields jointly two or more waste products
(like an industry generating several wastes or incineration yielding ashes and
particulates) the original path branches out to several paths one for each
waste form. If the flow in the first arc of the k net from source p is x£ and
vp is the value per unit flow from p, the total value of flow from p is
vp 2 k x£; the flow arriving at an end point of the net equals x p times every
ty along the path from p to the particular sink. The flow in arc (i, j) due to
net k from source p equals x£ times every ty from p to (i, j), and the sum
mation over k and p yields the total flow fy in (i, j).
A net from p represents a particular waste management scheme for the
wastes generated at p. The DM is interested in that combination of nets for
which the resulting flows come as close as possible to satisfying his goals.
Clearly, there are several processes whose level is restricted by technological,
physical, social, or legislated limitations. A feasible flow pattern or waste
management scheme is one such that:
a. the total flow through an arc (i, j) is within prescribed limits or equal
to a fixed level. E.g. the capacity of an existing treatment plant cannot
be exceeded; the amount of C0 2 discharged in an airshed cannot ex
ceed an allowable level; the operation of an industry must reach at
least a certain level. Using the notation above, this requirement can in
general be expressed as,1
lij < fij < by

(1)

and
b. special requirements on functions of arc flows be satisfied. Thus, the
level of an industry might depend on the level of population or of
another industry, and a particular process might not be operational
unless another process reaches a certain level. In general, this can be
expressed as,
fij + g f m n ^ h
where g and h are unrestricted constants.
" ^ " implies "<?' and/or " = "

(2)
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The criteria outlined in the previous section for evaluating feasible patterns
correspond to arc flows in Figure 2 as follows: A. Environmental quality: arcs
leaving the waste transformation network and entering the sinks {outflows,
the lower the better); B. Economic activities: arcs leaving the waste sources
(inflows, the higher the better); and C. Spending: the cost of arc flows (the
lower the better). In a singular objective analysis leading to trade-off relations,
one could look for the minimum-cost flow pattern for prescribed inflows and
controlled outflows, a minimum weighted combination of outflows for con
trolled inflows and budget, or a maximum inflow-value pattern for controlled
budget and outflows.
In the multi-objective GP analysis all objectives are pursued simultaneously
in an attempt to reach all goals as closely as possible and according to the
DM's preferences; in analytical terms, this is equivalent to minimizing a
weighted sum of the deviations from the set goals. Turning to the network
model, if U is the set of all arcs in the waste management network and V is
the set of arcs whose flow fy is desired to reach a goal or target Ty, the GP
problem is to determine fy for each (i, j) in U and dy/dy for each (i, j) in V
such that (1) and (2) hold for all (i,j) in U
fy + di] - dy = T ij; all (i, j) in V
Σ ( υ ) β υ cy(fy) + d i -

d+B

(3)

=B

(4)

and
S(iJ)eVPijWij [Ujj dy + Uy djj] +pBWB [ ^ i

+ u£d£ ]

(5)

is minimum,
where,
'i/dy is the amount by which fy is under/over Ty;
B is the budget the DM plans for, consisting of a "fixed"portion plus a
variable portion which is a function of some economic activities levels;
dß/dß is the amount by which actual spending is under/over the budget;
uy/uy is a constant indicating the DM's preference for being under/over
wy is a marginal rate of substitution of a chosen base criterion for the
criterion corresponding to flow fy; and py is a constant reflecting the
priority of Ty in relation to the other goals.
Constraints (1) and (2) are called feasibility constraints while (3) and (4)
are called criteria constraints; a criterion constraint similar to (2) with h the
desirable goal is also possible but left out for simplicity. Except for the non
linear cost functions which are dealt with by a branch-and-bound approach,
problem (1) through (5) is a linear programming one with the criteria
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constraints having both "slack" (dy) and "surplus" (dy) variables while the
objective function to be minimized is a weighted sum of these deviations
from the targets. The size of this problem depends on the scope of the
analysis and the degree of detail desired; for a real case, there could be up
to 1000 arcs and 500 constraints. For analogous models with a singular ob
jective a solution procedure, especially efficient for large networks, has already
been reported [5]. Unlike most GP cases, there is no increase in computational
effort when this procedure is adopted to the GP model.
The flow pattern(s) solving the above GP problem, for given objective
function coefficients in (5), constitute the best alternative(s) for the DM in
the sense that there is no other pattern having a better score for at least one
criterion and the same score for all the other; such patterns are called efficient
or nondominated [6]. The set of efficient patterns clearly depends on the
values of the coefficients in (5); the assignment of these values is often the
most critical, complex, and controversial aspect of GP. The initial assignment
should be regarded as a start only and be revised through a continuous con
sultation with the DM, as outlined in detail in the next section. It should be
noted that the trade-off-curve analysis involves the same controversies with
regard to this assignment.
Fortunately, however, the nature of the GP model considered here greatly
simplifies this problem. Thus, for the environmental management case most
of the criteria constraints are one-sided, i.e. deviation from the target is
desirable from one side and undesirable from the other; for example, since
under-achievement for spending or for an environmental standard criterion
is welcome, de and dy need not be minimized, and u§ = uy = 0; conversely,
for an industrial level criterion where over-achievement is welcome, Uy = 0. In
fact, unless this assignment is made for one-sided criteria, the solution will
be unrealistic. All nonzero Ujj's are set equal to 1 in order to preserve the
relative significance of each py and wy. For the Wy's, it is convenient to
choose spending as the base criterion (wB = 1), and set Wy equal to the
amount spent or saved when fy deviates by one unit from a specified level;
when a direct trade-off between fy and spending is meaningless, wy is
determined through a third criterion whose trade-off between both fy and
spending is defined. These Wy's can be easily computed by the model, even
though rough estimates will normally suffice. Should the DM not be satisfied
with the efficient solutions generated through the above "objective" assign
ments of Uy's and wy's and with all py remaining at unity, priorities are
assigned to the goals.
Before an example is presented, some of the capabilities of the model
which are not apparent in the exposition here should be mentioned:
1. treatment of nonlinear cost functions and variable efficiencies in
transformation processes;
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

budget as nonlinear function of population level and/or industrial level;
relationship of labour force with levels of various industries;
recycling of waste products;
treatment of effluent standards and charges, and of damage functions;
determination of whether, when, and at what capacity level a facility
would be needed under a growing waste-generation rate.
determination of whether and at what level the capacity of a process
should be improved;
separate semi-independent waste management subsystems, each with
its own budget, indirectly controlled by a central DM through charges,
incentives, and regulations suggested by the model;
identification of waste management schemes for each waste source
along with assessments of their effect on all aspects of environmental
quality, on economic activities, and spending;
flow in some processes conditional on flows in others.

Finally, the max-inflow, min-cost, and min-outflow problems can be
formulated as special cases of the above formulation by appropriately assign
ing values to the objective function weights. For example, the min-cost
solution for a desirable inflow can be obtained by assigning a large value to
p B , letting B = 0, and fixing the inflow at the desirable level; the optimal
value of d^ is the minimum cost level.
An Example
A simple environmental management case is presented in Figure 3, while
Figure 4 shows the detailed network model. The levels of all processes are
expressed in a uniform time rate—1 day. The figures for costs and waste trans
formations are derived from realistic data, reported extensively in the
literature, by simple manipulations [1]. In this example, arc (1, 3) corresponds
to an industrial activity generating a useful product (in units of 103 tons/day)
jointly with solid and liquid wastes; the level of the residential and commercial
sector is in terms of 1000 people, along arc (2, 4), generating solid wastes,
garbage, and liquid wastes. A triangular node in Figure 4 indicates that the
process ending at the node generates more than one waste form jointly.
Liquid wastes (nodes 7, 9, 15, and 24) are measured in tons of biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD). All solid wastes converge into node 11 ; they can
either be incinerated along (11, 13) yielding ashes (tons) along (13, 18) and
particulates (tons) along (13, 19), or transported to a landfill site. Arc (20,
21) is the process of building a transfer station and transporting wastes from
there to the landfill; node 21 corresponds to solid wastes destined for either
of the landfill sites and includes the sludge of node 17 which is transported
along (17, 21). Arc (18, 23) allows the incineration residue to bypass the open
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burning process (21, 22); arcs (19, 27) correspond to two air pollution
schemes. Cost functions are assumed linear with Cjj(fjj) = q^fy except for the
following processes corresponding to building or expansion of facilities:
(20, 21), transfer station; (9, 12), primary treatment plant; (21, 25), sanitary
landfill; (11, 13), incinerator; and (4, 9), sewage collection system.
The authority-in-charge wishes to develop a feasible and efficient flow
pattern, utilizing only the shown processes, for discharging the generated
wastes into node E. A typical net from node 1 is (in node sequence): 1, 3, 6,
11, 21, 26, E branching out at 3 into 3, 7, 24, E; for a unit level in (1, 3),
the flow in (26, E) is (1)(0.2)(ΐχΐ)(1) = 0.2 tons while in (24, E) it is
(1)(2)(1)(1) = 2.0 tons.
The feasibility constraints are:
1. the incineration level does not exceed 30 tons/day; b l l j l 3 = 30.
2. the existing landfill capacity does not exceed 200 tons/day; b2 6,E =
200.
3. should the new landfill be built, its capacity will not exceed 100
tons/day; b 2 s,E = 100.
4. the discharge of industrial liquid wastes into the municipal sewerage
system does not exceed 8 tons BOD/day; b7>9 = 8.
5. the amount of particulates generated by open burning of solid wastes
does not exceed 0.32 tons/day; b22,27 = 0.32.
6. no solid wastes are discharged into the new landfill unless that is
built; f2 3,2 5 ύ M f2i,2s> where M is a large number.
7. for each of the 8 triangular nodes, the flows in the arcs leaving the
node are related as jointly generated.
The criteria constraints are:
8. air quality: amount of particulates discharged, Î27,E> should not ex
ceed a target T 2 7 ; E = 0.50 tons/day.
9. water quality: amount of BOD discharged, f24,E> should not exceed
a target T 2 4 E = 3.0 tons/day.
10. the population level f2j4 should reach a target T 2>4 = 100 thousand.
11. to secure a healthy relation between population f24 and industrial
activity level f1>3, it is desirable that f i ; 3 reach a target equal to
ctf2;4, where a is a constant set at 0.10 in this example.
12. spending: total daily cost should not exceed a target B equal to
$1000 plus S0.02 per person in arc (2, 4).
What follows is an overall solution procedure suggested for the analyst,
including value assignment for the objective function coefficients; reference
to the example considered here is made for clarity:
Step 1: ujj/uij is set equal to 0 if over/under-achievement of Ty is desirable;
otherwise, set equal to 1. Here, u 2 4 j E = U 27,E = u i = 0.
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Step 2: a. Choose a base criterion and set its Wy = 1. Here w B = 1.
b. For any other criterion, Wjj is initially set equal to an estimate
of the marginal rate of substitution of the base criterion for fy
when all criteria are close to their goals. Here, AB/Af2 ^ varies
around 15 depending on the proximity to the goals and on the
remaining capacity of the nets; thus, w2>4 = 15; similarly,
W 2 4,E = 2000 and w 2 7 ; E = 3000. It should be noted that ΔΒ
should contain the effects on spending from all flow changes
resulting from a marginal change in a criterion level; only a
rough estimate is however necessary at this stage. For criterion
constraint 11, an estimate of AB/Afj 3 is 200 while ΔΒ/Δ(οί2 4 ) ,
for a = 0.10, is 150; a coefficient of 175 is used.
Step 3: With coefficients as assigned, and all py = 1, obtain the efficient
flow pattern(s). If the DM is satisfied, stop. Otherwise, go to next
step.
Step 4: Adjust each Wy to equal the change in the minimum cost solution
of the model when all criteria but the base one are fixed at their
current levels and fy deviates by one unit. (The sensitivity analysis
features of linear programming can greatly simplify these Wy ad
justment processes.) Re-solve the model. If the DM is not satisfied,
re-adjust Wjj's as above and re-solve.
Step 5: As the solution will become insensitive to Wy changes after the
second or third adjustment, if the DM is still not satisfied, either
a. suggest to the DM the possibility of goal revision, returning in
turn to step 1, or
b. assign his py's to the goals and re-solve.
Step 6: An examination of the sensitivity of the solution to py and Ty
values may be helpful to the DM.
Extensive computational experience has been obtained with the McGill
IBM 360/75 computer. For the coefficients assigned in step 2, some of the
optimal flows in the example network are:
f i , 3 = 6.1
f7,9 = 0

f2 4 = 61
fli,13=0

f9;12
=4.3
f l 5 , 1 6 = 2.7

f 7 , i 4 = 11-4
17 24 = 0.Ö

fll,21
ί~2ο,2ΐ

^2 1,2 2
f2 2,2 7

=

=0
122.6

=
=

0
0

t24,E - 3
f 2 5,E = 0
Î26.E = 133.2
Î27.E = 0

The only unsatisfied goal is T 2; 4 and adjustment of w2,4 offers no im
provement; f2 4 increases appreciably only when p 2j 4 exceeds 5; T2,4 is met
with p2,4 = 15 but T 2 4 , E a n ( i B a r e w e ü exceeded while fii3 is less than
0.10 f2 4 . With regard to the dynamic characteristics of the solution when the
model is used for planning under population growth, test runs have shown
that, due to economics of scale, the transfer station, the incinerator, and the
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sanitary landfill become economical at population levels 60,100, and 115
thousand, respectively.
In case a new criterion goal needs to be specified (e.g. a new environmental
standard or the level of an activity about to enter the system), a two-sided
criterion constraint is inserted into the model with only a rough estimate for
the target; the deviation from it would suggest a proper target which would
also reflect the DM's preferences and the system's capabilities.
When there is a penalty (or effluent charge) of $μ^ per unit flow over a
target Ty, a term μ^ά^ is added to the left-hand side of (4) (subtracted if the
DM sets and receives the penalty). Test runs have shown the BOD level in the
discharge process (24, E) to be a decreasing function of μ 2 4 ; Ε, as expected;
similar runs have also shown that the effect of the μ^ level on the solution is
comparable to that of the product WyPij. Thus, for a μ^ (corresponding to a
target Ty) and a wy, an estimate for py is MÌJ/WJJ.
Conclusion
The analytical framework outlined here is suggested as a total-system
management tool for an economic-environmental system at the regional level.
The network model along with the efficient solution algorithm for large net
works allow for a detailed and sufficiently realistic exposition of alternatives
in a manner understandable to local groups whose participation in setting up
criteria and goals is often mandatory. The continuous participation of the
DM in the process of developing and evaluating alternatives and his nonelaborate interaction with the analyst render the results more acceptable to
him. For given criteria, this framework balances generation of benefits with
resulting environmental quality, as well as the operating levels of wastespecific treatment and disposal subsystems. For example, a change in the
BOD discharge limit (process (24, E), Figure 4) affects the amount of gener
ated sludge which affects the level and type of solid waste disposal processes,
while it may also affect the industry or population level. In indicating
exactly which processes are affected by a specific disturbance or modifica
tion in the system, and to what extent, the model can serve as a basic frame
work for balancing conflicting tendencies within the total system when
several partially independent and loosely bound DM's are operating.
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